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Abstract—Network management against security, reliability, and performance attacks is an integral part of building dependable, high-performance network services. In traditional networks, the management practices take mainly remote approaches to cope with the ossified network infrastructure. However, since disaster events that occur within the network should be inferred by the remote management system on the network edge, the problems are often accumulated and enlarged, and the diagnosis is delayed, inaccurate, unreliable, and not scalable. Although a few embedded approaches become available, they are costly and limited to the vendor specific applications. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) architecture has been recently proposed in order to enable flexible network control plane. However, it has focused mainly on traffic engineering, network virtualization, and off-line configuration management problems, and there is very little research on on-line management against network disaster. In this paper, we propose a globally deployable Network Embedded On-line Disaster (NEOD) management framework for SDNs. NEOD addresses important network management issues including agility, accuracy, reliability, and scalability. We have identified critical network disaster management metrics to adaptively support versatile application requests on SDNs. We have implemented the proposed system and metrics in OpenFlow with OpenWrt based routers, and have shown the effectiveness of NEOD through extensive system experiments as well as Mininet-based simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

You Can’t Fix What You Can’t Measure: Unmanaged network failures, congestions, mis-configurations, and security attacks are the common causes of on-line network disasters and directly relate to network security, reliability, and performance. For example, a network failure can be caused either by actual faults or deliberate security attacks. If it is not detected and managed timely, it will degrade network availability and may eventually cause service discontinuation. The purpose of network disaster management is primarily to determine the root cause in real-time in order to isolate disaster within the contained area. It, in turn, monitors the customer Service Level Agreement (SLA) [1] conformance, assesses and identifies weak areas for network improvement, and predicts potential security attacks. Hence, network disaster management is an integral part of building dependable, high-performance network services.

You Could Have Done It So Much Better: Despite the effort by the research community as well as network operations to build effective on-line network disaster management tools, there is a lack of real field deployed systems that subscribe to the purpose. In the traditional networks, the network disaster management practices take mainly remote approaches to cope with the ossified network infrastructure. However, the remote approach is ineffective for the following reasons:

- It does not respond rapidly: Since disaster events that occur within the network should be inferred by the remote management system on the network edge via polling, notification, and logging, the diagnosis is delayed and the problems are often accumulated and enlarged.
- It is not scalable: Since the remote event polling consumes both system and network resources, it is not scalable when the network size or the number of monitored components increases.
- It is not reliable: Since the management message can be lost in the presence of link failures and router crashes, it is not reliable.
- It is not accurate: Due to the system and performance limitations, the remote management cannot detect detailed disaster events within the network devices.

A few embedded approaches such as Cisco’s Embedded Event Manager (EEM) [2] and Cisco’s Component Outage On-Line (COOL) Measurement [3], [4] become available. However, they are costly and limited to the vendor specific devices. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) architecture has
been recently proposed in order to enable flexible network control plane. SDN decomposes networks using the network distribution, forwarding, and configuration abstractions in order to support open development environments, efficient network virtualization, and management and control cost reduction. Particularly, fueled by increasing data center networking and cloud computing industries, SDN has been building up significant momentum toward the production network deployment. Being a detailed embodiment of the SDN architecture, as illustrated in Figure 1(a), OpenFlow [5], [7], [8] extracts the control and management planes out from the network devices to the remote controller and enables the current router architecture to allow flexible traffic forwarding rules. A lot of research with SDN has mainly focused on issues of traffic engineering with various remote controllers such as NOX [9], [10], Beacon [11], Trema [12], and Maestro [13], [14], the network virtualization with FlowVisor [15], [16], and the off-line configuration programming and management with Resonance [17], [18], [19], SNAC (Simple Network Access Control) [20], OMNI [21], Frenetic [22], and NetCore [23]. They fundamentally take the remote approach, and are vulnerable to various disaster events. Meanwhile, SDN opens up a unique opportunity for the network embedded management practices. However, there is very little research on the on-line management against network disasters. 

Let’s Bell the Cat: In this paper, we propose a globally deployable network embedded on-line disaster management framework named NEOD. We investigate various network service aspects including agility, accuracy, reliability, and scalability in order to provide a practical network disaster management system. As presented in Figure 1(b), NEOD is designed on an OpenFlow Switch as an OpenFlow firmware extension that does not require vendor specific changes to deploy it. NEOD supports 1) abstraction layers that provide a vendor-agnostic detector deployment and facilitate a dynamic policy configuration; 2) a two-tier system approach in which NEOD detectors, in a switch, perform light-weight disaster event detection & filtering, and NEOD manager, in a controller, performs network-wide disaster correlation and detector management. It reduces performance impact on the network device, provides scalability, and ensures dynamic deployment.

Furthermore, we identify network disaster events that are particularly ineffective and vulnerable in OpenFlow networks including new flow attacks, interface flapping, and event storm. We present the effective solutions with embedded event detectors to ensure that those disasters are detected, prevented, and filtered in real-time. For instance, since OpenFlow moves the control plane to a remote controller, a new flow decision should be done by the remote controller. We show that this remote control makes the OpenFlow networks vulnerable to new flow packet attacks. We propose a switch embedded light-weight event detector that analyzes the trend of the CPU utilization. It provides initial indication and information for preventing disaster events in real-time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the proposed NEOD management framework architecture and the disaster event detectors in detail. The system implementation and evaluation of NEOD are presented in Section III. We conclude the paper in Section IV.

II. NETWORK EMBEDDED ON-LINE DISASTER (NEOD) MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first explain the proposed NEOD management framework architecture in detail, and then present three disaster event detectors.

A. NEOD Management Framework Architecture

From the architectural point of view, NEOD is based on a two-tier framework. As shown in Figure 2, it consists of two functional segments, a disaster event detection & filtering segment and a disaster correlation & detector management segment. In a disaster event detection & filtering segment, NEOD is embedded in an OpenFlow Switch as a light-weight OpenFlow firmware extension. It consists of NEOD Event Detectors, NEOD Dynamic Event Detector Manager, NEOD Event Publisher, and NEOD System Event Adaptation Layer. NEOD Event Detectors include basic event handlers such as SNMP, Syslog, and Outage manager as well as application specific handlers such as a CPU Attack Detector, an Event Storm Filter, and an Interface Flapping Detector. NEOD Event Detectors monitor the disaster events according to the configured policies. The raw data are persistently maintained within the switch, and are sent to or polled by the NEOD Event Publisher. The NEOD Event Publisher selects OpenFlow protocols, SNMP MIBs, or Syslogs to communicate with the remote NEOD manager. The NEOD Dynamic Event Detector Manager dynamically downloads disaster management policies from the NEOD Manager in the controller and adaptively executes them in the OpenFlow switch as NEOD Event Detectors. This dynamic deployment capability reduces performance impact on the network devices and provides scalability to the NEOD Event Detector management. The NEOD System Event Adaptation Layer facilitates a vendor independent environment.
to simplify the event detector deployment as well as dynamic configuration to filter vendor critical information.

In a disaster correlation & detector management segment, NEOD Manager can reside in one or more controllers. Using the network topology, routing, and configuration information from the controllers as well as the disaster event information from the individual switches, NEOD Manager can perform network-wide disaster event correlation for the applications such as verification of customer’s SLA and DoS attack detection. The NEOD management framework further enables an accurate root cause classification and a detailed event prediction that have been considered as not scalable or impossible to conduct. For example, facilitating a CPU utilization measurement on each individual router can provide a potential indication of abnormal events such as a DoS attack. Traditional approaches are mainly based upon a watchdog to set a threshold (i.e., instantaneous CPU utilization is above 90%). However, this indication alone cannot propose dependable information to predict disaster events such as a DoS attack. Hence, in practice, the ability to handle abrupt events in real-time is a very difficult issue. Instead of choosing a remote or embedded approach, the NEOD management framework harmonizes both approaches. While a light-weight embedded system analyzes the trend of the disaster and responds rapidly to the disaster on the source of the problem, a remote system performs network-wide correlation.

B. Disaster Event Detectors

1) The Case Against New Flow Attacks: Since OpenFlow moves the control plane from an individual switch to a remote controller, unlike the traditional network devices, an OpenFlow switch needs more effort to handle unknown incoming packets. As illustrated in Figure 3, when a flow packet arrives on an OpenFlow switch, it checks the flow table. If the flow packet is not in the flow table, it should send a new flow request to the remote controller via a secure channel (SSL). The OpenFlow controller handles the new flow request using the policies and routing information. It sends a decision to the OpenFlow switch via a secure channel (SSL). According to the new flow decision, the OpenFlow switch adds the new flow information into its flow table or drops the new flow packet. In practice, adversaries can inject randomly generated New Flow packets into an OpenFlow switch port to Attack the switch (named New Flow Attack). The OpenFlow switch needs to consult the remote controller for each unknown flow packet via a secure channel. It may, however, cause control and data overheads to saturate CPU usage in the switch instantaneously. One of the main objectives of OpenFlow is the network virtualization so that new features can be deployed on the operating network. A FlowVisor is designed to ensure the resource isolation within the OpenFlow network. However, we have identified several New Flow Attack scenarios that the remote FlowVisor cannot handle properly. We will further present the scenarios in Section III.

To ensure the CPU resource isolation against a New Flow Attack, we propose a switch embedded light-weight CPU usage detection function. As shown in Algorithm 1, the CPU usage detector periodically (for a slot time interval \( STI \)) checks CPU usages of both the OpenFlow data path module \( OFdatapath \) and the OpenFlow control path module \( OFprotocol \). It saves the number of clock ticks \( Jiffy \) and the observed time \( T \) for the time slot \( i \). A sliding window \( WS \) is used for a CPU usage calculation. For every \( STI \), an average CPU usage is calculated using an accumulated \( Jiffy \) with a period time \( WS \) (Average CPU Usage = \( Jiffy \) for \( WS \) / \( WS \)). If the CPU usage of a port is over the threshold \( Th_p \), the port drops incoming packets for the time interval \( PDI \).

2) The Case Against Interface Flapping: Unlike the traditional networks, a simple switch status change may cause various cascading actions in an OpenFlow network. For example, as shown in Figure 4, when an OpenFlow switch detects a port failure, it will send a port-status message to the controller. The controller checks its policy, topology, and routing information to find the flows that use the failed port. The controller recalculates the alternative flows and sends flow modification messages to the switches in order to update the flow forwarding tables. In practice, hundreds of logical interfaces can be configured for a port and each interface may be used by many different flows. If a port fails, it will also cause failures to all the logical interfaces configured on the port. The switch will send hundreds of status change messages to a controller. A port connected to the failed port on the other switch may also send hundreds of status change messages. Being the single place of holding the network meta knowledge, the controller needs to handle all the received port status messages in a short time period. It checks its policy, topology, and routing information for each request as well as updates all the information at the same time. Considering many related flows need to be updated, it may
also send out thousands of flow modification messages to the switches. As all the exchanged messages are encrypted, the overhead on the controller, switch, and network cannot be trivial. Furthermore, if the status keeps on changing, it may cause a significant problem on the OpenFlow network. Indeed, it is not uncommon to see that the status of an interface object keeps changing between up and down due to certain transient problems such as misconfiguration or partial physical failures. It is also possible that an adversary can keep on causing up and down situations intentionally. This is called interface flapping. This unstable condition should be detected rapidly and should get the operator’s attention in time. Otherwise, it may cause critical disasters especially in an OpenFlow network due to the related significant overheads.

To prevent the problems caused by the frequent status changes, we propose a light-weight switch embedded interface flapping detection function. As described in Algorithm 2, when a set of down and up events is detected within $FI\_Th$, the interface flapping detector starts to count the number of flapping events $FC$. If the $FC$ exceeds the configured flapping count threshold $FC\_Th$ during the flapping interval $FI$, it is considered as a flapping condition. The interface flapping detector sends a Flapping\_Start notification to the network management. It may take follow-up actions such as to mark the flapping interface as a logically down status until the unstable condition is resolved. Once $FC$ becomes less than $FC\_Th$, a Flapping\_End notification is sent to indicate that the flapping condition has been resolved.

3) The Case Against Event Storm: The network objects may have a containment relationship among each other. For example, as illustrated in Figure 5, a router device contains many line card objects. Each line card object also contains many physical interfaces (ports). In turn, each physical interface contains many logical or virtual interfaces. If objects are in a containment relationship, a status change on an object causes status changes on all the objects it contains. It, in turn, may produce intensive status change notifications to cause an event storm. For example, a port failure may trigger thousands of logical interface failure events. With thousands of event notifications, it may cause tremendous overheads on the switch itself as well as the network and management services. As discussed in Section II-B2, if the event storm is not handled properly, it may cause significant problems in the OpenFlow network due to the related overheads.

To prevent the event storm, we propose a light-weight switch embedded event storm filtering function. As described in Algorithm 3, when a status change event of an object is detected, the event storm filter checks the event drop list (EDL). If the object is already marked, the event will be ignored. Otherwise, it will check the containment relationship. If the object has child objects, it will be added in EDL to ignore the same status change events from the child objects. The object will be further added into the status notification list (SNL), after removing all the child objects within SNL. After an interval (ESI), port-status messages for the objects within SNL will be sent to the controller. By sending a few representative object events, we can avoid the event storm.

### III. Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of NEOD through extensive system experiments and simulations. We implemented NEOD management framework and three critical disaster detectors in OpenFlow with OpenWrt-based Linksys WRT54GL routers [24] as well as used Mininet [25] simulation for the scalable interface flapping tests.
A. The Case against New Flow Attacks

We have implemented a CPU resource isolation function in an OpenWrt switch to test New Flow Attack scenarios. As shown in Figure 6, three hosts and one Beacon controller were connected to the four port OpenWrt router. Host 1 uses a PackETH traffic generator [26] to inject packets into the OpenFlow switch. Hosts 2 and 3 exchange ICMP messages. We create a New Flow Attack by injecting garbage traffic into the OpenFlow switch port 1 from the traffic generator in host 1. As shown in Figure 7(a), when new flow packets are inserted into an OpenFlow switch, they cause both control and data overhead to saturate CPU usage in the switch. The CPU utilization of the OpenFlow protocol increases proportionally to the packet injection rate until the CPU is saturated. It is mainly due to the secure channel (encryption and decryption) overheads for sending new flow requests. However, it should be clearly observed that the OpenFlow protocol overhead does not exist in the traditional switches. It makes the OpenFlow switch more vulnerable to the New Flow Attack. Since there is no CPU isolation mechanism, the New Flow Attack on port 1 directly impacts the existing regular traffic between ports 2 and 3. For example, the average RTT in Figure 7(b) clearly shows that the ICMP messages between ports 2 and 3 are greatly impacted by the New Flow Attack on port 1. These results indicate that a New Flow Attack is real and easy to be created. Although OpenFlow itself does not provide the CPU isolation, FlowVisor [15], [16] remotely monitors the OpenFlow switch’s new flow packet count to ensure the CPU isolation among the virtual slices. However, as presented in Figure 7(c), when the CPU is already saturated due to the abrupt injection of the new flow packets, the actual number of new flow packets sent to the FlowVisor (i.e., 100 pps) can be far less than the real incoming new flow packet counts (i.e., 4000 pps). Figure 7(a) also shows that the protocol CPU utilization stays the same after the CPU saturation (packet injection rate 100) regardless of the incoming packet rate. It indicates that only a few packets are actually sent to the FlowVisor. In this case, the FlowVisor fails to detect the critical CPU problem in the remote switch as shown in Figure 7(d). Figure 7(e) also presents that the FlowVisor cannot accurately ensure the CPU isolation for the remote switch. Although an average CPU utilization may meet the CPU isolation target (i.e., 80%), it frequently violates the resource limitation. It is mainly due to the delayed response. These experimental results confirm that the remote resource control has intrinsic difficulties. However, as presented in Figure 7(f), the proposed embedded CPU usage detection function can control the CPU resource very accurately. It also shows that the average CPU usage is better than the FlowVisor results in Figure 7(e).

B. The Case Against Interface Flapping

We have implemented an interface flapping detection function in a Mininet simulation environment that enables the creation of a virtual OpenFlow network on a single machine. As illustrated in Figure 8, Mininet OpenFlow switches are created on a single virtual machine and Beacon is used as
a main controller. The Beacon controller runs on an Eclipse debug mode with applications including LearningSwitch (self learning from the new flow messages), Topology (switch liveness check with LLDP), and Routing (APSP: All Pairs Shortest Path). We implemented up to 255 logical interfaces (configurable) for a port. We created an interface flapping by changing a port status on a switch that also causes the status changes on the contained logical interfaces. First, we checked the controller CPU utilization by varying the number of logical interfaces. We used both NOX and Beacon controllers. As the controller needs to recalculate the existing flows and sends flow modification messages to the switches, we also changed the number of switches to see how the network size impacts the controller performance. As shown in Figure 10, the CPU utilization on a controller increased proportionally to the number of logical interfaces. The result shows that the controller CPU utilization became around 35% in a small network (three switches) with 255 logical interfaces for a port. It indicates that a simple port status change can cause great overhead in an OpenFlow network. We tested both the CPU utilization and the number of messages on a controller with an interface flapping detection algorithm by varying the number of switches. We used a Beacon controller with 255 logical interfaces for each switch port. As the controller recalculated the flows and sent flow modification messages, the network size impacted the controller performance. As presented in Figures 9(a) and 9(b), without the interface flapping detection algorithm, the controller CPU utilization was increased about 30% and the number of received messages was increased around 80K messages. Considering a relatively small network (six switches) was used in the experiment, it caused a significant performance overhead. However, with the interface flapping detection algorithm, the controller CPU utilization was kept at less than 5% as well as the number of messages were far less than 5K messages. The event storm filtering algorithm was applied in this experiment along with the interface flapping detection algorithm. It indicates that a simple embedded algorithm can achieve significant performance improvement especially in an OpenFlow network.

C. The Case Against Event Storm

We have implemented an event storm filtering algorithm in an OpenWrt switch. We created an event storm by changing the port status on a switch that also caused the status changes on the contained logical interfaces. We checked the average CPU utilization of a switch by varying the number of logical interfaces up to 200 ports. As shown in Figure 11, the average CPU utilization becomes around 30% with 200 logical interfaces for a port without the using event storm filtering while it is only 3% by using the event filtering algorithm. Considering typical configurations on the type switches, it indicates that a simple port status change can cause great overhead in an OpenFlow network.

IV. CONCLUSION

The traditional networks, as well as the current SDN, mainly take remote approaches to network management where measured data are sent to a remote monitor or controller. We have shown that they are ineffective and vulnerable to various network disaster events using concrete examples including new flow attacks, interface flapping, and event storm. We proposed a Network Embedded On-line Disaster (NEOD) management framework that works on SDN architecture. NEOD is vendor-agnostic, and succinctly addresses the issues of agility, accuracy, reliability, and scalability with a switch embedded light-weight detector/analyzer, rendering itself as a practical network disaster management system. We have implemented the proposed system and metrics in OpenFlow with OpenWrt based routers as well as Mininet-based simulations. We have developed algorithms for detecting disaster events, and shown the effectiveness of NEOD, especially compared to the plain OpenFlow environment without NEOD.
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